
 

 

PPCOS II: Variable Dictionary for Samples 
 

Variable Description 

Current_Label Current Label 

BSI_ID BSI ID 

Material_Type Material Type 

Study_Id Study Id 

Volume Volume 

Volume_Unit Volume Unit 

NA_Concentration Nucleic acid concentration 

trt Treatment arm: C-Clomiphene; D-Letrozole 

scrn_ht Height at screening (cm) 

scrn_wt Weight at screening (kg) 

scrn_bmi BMI at screeing 

scrn_waist Waist at screening (cm) 

age Age 

Oligomen Does the patient have chronic oligomenorrhea? 

hyperandrogen Does the patient have hyperandrogenemia or hirsutism or polycystic ovaries on ultrasound? 

 
good_health 

 
Is the patient in good general health and off of all current medications which may confound response to the study medications? 

age18_40 Is the patient =18 and =40 years of age at time of consent? 

seek_preg Does the patient want to seek pregnancy actively during the study period of 20 weeks? 

male_consent Did the male partner provide consent for participation in this study? 

 
sperm_concen 

 
Does the male partner have a sperm concentration of 14million/mL in at least one ejaculation with at least some motile sperm? 

inter_course Do the patient and the male partner agree to have regular intercourse? 

patent_tube Does the patient have at least one patent fallopian tube and a normal uterine cavity? 

steriliz Does the patient and male partner report NO to any previous sterilization procedures? 

current_pregnant Is the patient currently pregnant? 

contracep Does the patient take oral contraceptives, depo progestins, or hormonal implants? 

hyper_prolact Does the patient have hyperprolactemia? 

 
_1_hydroxy_deficien 

Does the patient have known 21-hydroxylase deficiency or other enzyme deficiency leading to the phenotype of congenital adrenal 
hyperplasia? 

menopaus Does the patient have menopausal levels of FSH? 

thyroid_disease Does the patient have uncontrolled thyroid disease? 



 

 

diabetes Does the patient have Type I or II diabetes? 

liver_disease Does the patient have liver disease? 

renal_disease Does the patient have renal disease? 

anemia Does the patient have significant anemia? 

DVT Does the patient have a history of deep venous thrombosis, pulmonary embolus, or cerebrovascular accident? 

heart_disease Does the patient have a pre-existing heart disease that is a contraindication to pregnancy? 

HTN Does the patient have untreated poorly controlled hypertension? 

cancer Does the patient have a history of or suspected cervical carcinoma, endometrial carcinoma, or breast carcinoma? 

alcohol_abuse Does the patient have a current history of alcohol abuse? 

other_study Is the patient simultaneously enrolled in another competing study? 

meds Is the patient using medication known to affect reproductive function or metabolism? 

adrenal_tumor Does the patient have a suspected adrenal or ovarian tumor secreting androgens? 

cushing Does the patient have suspected Cushing’s syndrome? 

 
bariatrc 

Has the patient undergone a bariatric surgery procedure in the past 12 months and are in a period of acute weight loss or have been advised 
against pregnancy by their bariatric surgeon? 

 
 


